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Company: Vartana, Inc.

Location: , , Pakistan

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Vartana is the revenue acceleration platform for top-tier enterprise technology companies.

We empower sales and finance to accelerate the deal cycle without compromising cash flow

through our flexible payment options and collaborative sales closing platform. Our platform is

trusted by leading enterprise companies, including Motive, Domo, Samsara, and many others, as

the platform of choice to make products affordable and easy to purchase for their customers.

We have raised over $40M to deliver on our vision and are backed by top-tier investors, including

Activant Capital, Mayfield, and Audacious Ventures.Responsibilities:Analyze and investigate

product complaints or reported quality issues to ensure closure in accordance with company

guidelines.Performing routine inspections and quality tests.Identifying and resolving workflow

and production issues.Addressing and discussing issues and proposed solutions with the

team.Making recommendations for improvement.Preparing and implementing quality

assurance policies and procedures.Document quality assurance activities with internal

reporting and auditsDocumenting test cases, Recording test progress and

resultsDiscovering bugs within software, Identifying, isolate, and track bugs throughout

testingPerforming primarily manual testingResearching and analyzing product features

being testedResearching new tools, technologies, and testing processesReviewing user

interfaces for consistency and functionalityBe a part of SDLC (Software development life

cycle)Work with thought of the Fin-Tech industry. RequirementsEducation: Bachelor s

degree in Computer Science / Software Engineering / Computer Engineering3+ years

of experience(Preferably in the Fintech industry)Strong computer skills including Microsoft

Office, QA applications and databasesKnowledge of tools, concepts and methodologies of
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QASolid experience in effective usage of data analysis tools and statistical analysisKey

Competencies (attention to detail, data collection, management and analysis, problem

analysis and problem solving, sound judgment, decision-making skills)Ability to write reports

for sound decision making. We are an equal opportunity employer and value diversity at

our company. We do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin,

gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status, veteran status, or disability status.
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